
17.871: Solutions for Problem Set 2 

 Red Text denotes stata code 

 /*Italics*/ denotes comments on code/output 

 

Part I 

/*In general, it is probably easiest to export the data to .csv files and do some light editing in excel. In 
some cases I typed my own variable names in excel*/ 

/*For instance, in excel, highlight data, right-click, hit ‘format cells’, and save as ‘number’. This helps 
stata recognize that you are giving it numbers rather than text (if there are commas in the numbers, for 
example, it will treat them as strings*/ 

/*Also make sure that missing data in excel is just an empty cell*/ 

 

(1) 
/*Data collected by the North Carolina State Board of Elections*/ 

/*Available at 
http://enr.ncsbe.gov/ElectionResults/contest_details.aspx?election_dt=11/04/2014&county_id=0&conte
st_id=1152 */ 

 

set scheme tufte /*make our graphs look good*/ 

insheet using NC_election.csv,clear  

save NC_election.dta, replace 

gen tillis_pc = thomtillis/ (thomtillis + kayhagan + seanhaugh + writeinmiscellaneous + johnrhodes + 
davidwaddell + barrygurney)  /*Calculates the percentage*/ 

summarize tillis_pc,d 

/* Mean is 0.52, s.d. is 0.11, skewness is -0.39, kurtosis is 2.73*/ 

 

label variable tillis_pc "Percentage of vote received by Thom Tullis in county, 2014" 

/*Above command will produce a nice axis label when we plot*/ 

histogram tillis_pc  

 

(2) 
/*Data collected by Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Environmental Sciences Division, Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, TN*/ 

/*Available at the world bank development indicators website: 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?order=wbapi_data_value_2010+wbapi_data_val
ue+wbapi_data_value-first&sort=asc , via the ‘databank’ link. ‘Metadata’ tab tells you the datasource */ 

insheet using CO2_emissions.csv,names clear  

save CO2_emissions.dta,replace 

summarize emissions,d 

http://enr.ncsbe.gov/ElectionResults/contest_details.aspx?election_dt=11/04/2014&county_id=0&contest_id=1152
http://enr.ncsbe.gov/ElectionResults/contest_details.aspx?election_dt=11/04/2014&county_id=0&contest_id=1152
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?order=wbapi_data_value_2010+wbapi_data_value+wbapi_data_value-first&sort=asc
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?order=wbapi_data_value_2010+wbapi_data_value+wbapi_data_value-first&sort=asc


(1) Distribution of vote share for Thom Tullis across 
counties in 2014 North Carolina Senate race 
 

(2) Distribution of per capita CO2 emissions across 
countries, 2010 

  

(3) Distribution of infant mortality rates across US 
countries, 2014 

(4) Distribution of fertility rates for women aged 15-19  
across US countries, 2014 

  
 

/* Mean is 4.92, s.d. is 6.36, skewness is 2.6, kurtosis is 12.1*/ 

label variable emissions "Per Capita CO2 emissions in metric tons, 2010" 

histogram emissions  

 

 

(3) 
/*According to http://www.who.int/gho/child_health/mortality/ChildCME_method.pdf.pdf?ua=1 , the 
data are collected by the United Nations Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation, a consortium 
made up of the WHO, Unicef, the UN and the World Bank*/ 

http://www.who.int/gho/child_health/mortality/ChildCME_method.pdf.pdf?ua=1


/*Available at the CIA World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/rankorder/2091rank.html */ 

 

insheet using rawdata_2091.txt, clear 

save infant_mort.dta,replace 

summarize v3,d 

/* Mean is 24.5, s.d. is 24.1, skewness is 1.4, kurtosis is 4.3*/ 

 

label variable v3 "Infant Mortality Rate (Deaths per 1000 live births), 2014" 

histogram v3 

 

(4) 
/*Data are collected by the American Community Survey*/ 

/*Available at: 
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_13_1YR_S1301&
prodType=table */ 

 

insheet using fertility.csv,names clear  

save fertility.dta,replace 

summarize fertility_pc,d 

/* Mean is 4.9, s.d. is 5.98, skewness is 2.12, kurtosis is 9.44*/ 

 

label variable fertility_pc "Percentage of women aged 15-19 giving birth in past 12 months, 2013" 

histogram fertility_pc 

 

 

Part II 

 

(1) 
use cces12_common_subset.dta,clear 

keep CC308a CC308b CC308c CC334A pid3 CC424 

 

/*Recode “not sure”*/ 

foreach i in CC308a  CC308b  CC308c  { 

 recode `i' 5=. 

} 

 

 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2091rank.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2091rank.html
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_13_1YR_S1301&prodType=table
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_13_1YR_S1301&prodType=table


/*Some general advice on good practices for plots: 

- Plots should always have a title 

- If there are multiple plots in your paper, also number them with a scheme like “Figure 1”, “Figure 

2” (etc.) so that you can refer to each one by name within the paper 

- If there are multiple charts in one plot (as there are in this example) each chart should have its 

own title as well 

- All axes should be titled (unless the scale is completely obvious, e.g. it contains years). The scale 

points should also be clearly labelled 

- Don’t leave the reader guessing what the scale means – e.g. below we specify what the 1-4 

approval scale means, and specify that the y axis is the percentage of voters 

- If you want the reader to compare between charts, make sure they’re plotted on the same scale. 

E.g., here we want all of the y axes on the same scale so that the reader can easily compare 

approval of the three branches of government 

- It’s also good to include a note at the bottom acknowledging the source of the data 

- When plotting line charts, either label the lines or include a legend (not relevant in this case) 

- As a general rule, the reader should not need to consult the text of your paper to work out what 

information the plot conveys – all info should be conveyed within the plot itself */ 

 

 

/*Here’s a model answer for this question that fulfils the criteria above:*/ 

 
/*How did we get this picture?*/ 

/*Let’s start with just one of the three histograms. One way is to just use the usual histogram command. 

We need to tell stata that the data are discrete so that it knows to only plot four bars. We also use the 



‘percent’ option: the data are in percentages, so it makes sense to have the y axis in percentages. Other 

options are explained below*/ 

/*Here’s what it looks like:*/ 

histogram CC308a, discrete percent /// 

ytitle(Percent of Voters) /// 

xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')") xlabel(1(1)4) /// 

title((a) President Obama) 

/* The “///” allows you to separate one line of code onto multiple lines of your .do file, making it easier 

to read. It’s strongly recommended that you do this to help you read your own code. It tells stata that the 

end of the line does not signify a new command*/ 

 

 
/*This would have been perfectly acceptable in your problem sets. But let’s be perfectionists! Notice that 

this actually looks a bit odd. The x axis starts at 0 and seems to be continuous, which makes little sense 

for our discrete data. There is a better way, that involves first of all ‘generating’ a histogram, and then 

replotting it as a bar chart; this is how the model answer above was produced*/ 

/*Here’s the code, again for President Obama only:*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308a,percent gen(h1 x1) 

 

twoway bar h1 x1 if inrange(x1,1,4), /// 

barwidth(1) bstyle(histogram)/// 

yscale(range(0 50)) ylabel(0(10)50) ymtick(0(10)50) ytitle("Percent of Voters", margin(0 2 0 0)) /// 

xlabel(, notick)  xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')", margin(0 0 0 

2)) /// 

title("(a) President Obama",size(medium)) /// 

saving(obama,replace). 



 

/* Explanation of each line of code:*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308a,  percent  /*Generating the histogram */ 

gen(h1 x1)  /* saves the histogram with the name “h1 x1”; x1 is the x axis */ 

 

twoway bar h1 x1 if inrange(x1,1,4),  /*generates a nice chart where the x axis begins at 1 instead of 0 */ 

barwidth(1) bstyle(histogram) /*tells stata to draw bars of width 1, in the style of a histogram*/ 

yscale(range(0 50)) /*range of y axis */ 

ylabel(0(10)50) ymtick(0(10)50)  /*labels the y axis with labels and tick marks from 0 to 50 at increments 

of 10. Notice that you could have more ticks than you have labels, by varying these options*/ 

ytitle("Percent", margin(0 2 0 0)) /*gives the y axis a title and creates a margin (of size 2) between the 

title and the labels*/ 

xlabel(, notick) /*removes tick marks from x axis, which look a bit odd when the data are categorical*/ 

xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')", margin(0 0 0 2)) /*Creates an 

x axis title over two lines (each line is in separate quote marks) again with a margin of 2*/ 

title("(a) President Obama",size(medium)) /*gives the plot a title with text size ‘medium’*/ 

saving(obama,replace)  /*needs to be saved for use in the overall plot of all 3 charts*/ 

 

/*Then we do the same thing for congress and the supreme court. Having done that, we combine them 

into one plot:*/ 

graph combine obama.gph congress.gph court.gph, rows(2) cols(2) /// 

title("Voters' Approval of Branches of Government, 2012",size(medlarge)) /// 

 note("Source: 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Study",size(vsmall)) 

/*The first line plots the 3 charts in a 2x2 array; the second line gives it a title; the third writes a note at 

the bottom with the source*/ 

 

/*For the record, here is the complete code for making the model plot above. Note that we make sure 

the y axis on the same scale in each chart */ 

 /*First chart*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308a, percent gen(h1 x1) 

twoway bar h1 x1 if inrange(x1,1,4), /// 

barwidth(1) bstyle(histogram) /// 

yscale(range(0 50)) ylabel(0(10)50) ymtick(0(10)50) ytitle("Percent", margin(0 2 0 0)) /// 

xlabel(, notick) xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')", margin(0 0 0 

2)) /// 

title("(a) President Obama",size(medium))  

saving(obama,replace) 

 

 /*Second chart*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308b, percent gen(h2 x2) 



twoway bar h2 x2 if inrange(x2,1,4), /// 

barwidth(1) bstyle(histogram) /// 

yscale(range(0 50)) ytitle("Percent", margin(0 2 0 0)) /// 

xlabel(, notick) xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')", margin(0 0 0 

2)) /// 

title("(b) Congress",size(medium)) /// 

saving(congress,replace) 

 

 /*Third chart*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308c, percent gen(h3 x3) 

twoway bar h3 x3 if inrange(x3,1,4), /// 

barwidth(1) bstyle(histogram) /// 

yscale(range(0 50)) xlabel(, notick) ylabel(0(10)50) ymtick(0(10)50) ytitle("Percent", margin(0 2 0 0))  /// 

xlabel(, notick) xtitle("Approval Rating" "(1='strongly approve' - 4='strongly disapprove')", margin(0 0 0 

2)) /// 

title("(c) Supreme Court",size(medium)) /// 

saving(court,replace) 

 

 /*Overall plot, combining all three*/ 

graph combine obama.gph congress.gph court.gph, rows(2) cols(2) /// 

title("Voters' Approval of Branches of Government, 2012",size(medlarge)) /// 

note("Source: 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Study",size(vsmall)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(2) 

 
 

/*code for drawing is the same as above (other than changing the titles), except that when drawing the 

histograms, we specify that they’re drawn for each level of party ID, e.g. the first one is drawn using:*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308c if pid3==1,percent gen(h1 x1) 

 

(3) 
/*generate variables for approval/disapproval of tea party*/ 

gen tea_approve = . 

replace tea_approve = 1 if CC424<3 

gen tea_disapprove = . 

replace tea_disapprove = 1 if CC424==4|CC424==5 

 



 
 

/*code for drawing is the same as in (1) above (other than changing the titles), except that when 

drawing the histograms, we specify that they’re drawn separately for republicans who support and 

oppose the tea party. E.g. for the first chart:*/ 

twoway__histogram_gen CC308c if pid3==2&tea_approve==1,percent gen(h1 x1) 

/*Combined plot also only needs one row rather than being 2x2*/ 

graph combine tea1.gph tea2.gph, rows(1) cols(2)   /*etc…*/ 

 

(4) 
foreach i in CC308a  CC308b  CC308c  { 

 summarize `i' if pid3==1,d  

 summarize `i' if pid3==2,d  

 summarize `i' if pid3==3,d  

} 

 

 

/*Democrats:*/ 

Institution Mean S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Obama 1.56 0.73 1.43 5.1 

Congress 3.26 0.86 -0.78 2.45 

Supreme Court 2.64 0.87 0.11 2.19 

 

/*Independents:*/ 



Institution Mean S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Obama 2.86 1.15 -0.32 1.56 

Congress 3.47 0.72 -1.17 3.64 

Supreme Court 2.90 0.87 -0.17 2.1 

 

/*Republicans:*/ 

Institution Mean S.D. Skewness Kurtosis 

Obama 3.78 0.6 -2.9 11 

Congress 3.3 0.74 -0.76 2.86 

Supreme Court 3.03 0.81 -0.34 2.27 

 

 

(5) 
/*First, support for Obama was clearly polarized. The chart for overall approval of Obama shows that 

more voters placed themselves in the “strongly approve” or “strongly disapprove” categories than in the 

middle. The statistics from part (4) show that polarization was along party lines. Democrats strongly 

approved of Obama, on average, and the distribution of their support is strongly right-skewed and 

concentrated at low values, indicating that most respondents approved of the President. Republicans 

showed the opposite pattern: strong mean disapproval and a left-skewed distribution. Independents 

were, unsurprisingly, in the middle in terms of mean support for Obama. The distribution of their support 

was not particularly skewed, and was more evenly spread across the four categories (i.e., the standard 

deviation was higher). 

 

Second, support for Congress was very low. A large majority of voters disapproved of it. Support (or lack 

thereof) was also fairly even across party lines: mean support was almost identically low amongst 

democrats, republicans and independents, although independents were slightly more disapproving than 

party partisans. Third, support for the Supreme Court was also polarized, although slightly less so than 

for Obama. Democrats were more supportive than Independents, who in turn were more supportive than 

Republicans. Democrats were almost evenly split between those who approved and disapproved, while a 

clear majority of the other two groups disapproved. This is confirmed by the fact that the democrats’ 

distribution is slightly right-skewed, whereas the other two distributions are mildly left-skewed. This 

partisan pattern is probably explained by the fact that the Supreme Court made a major ruling in favor of 

Obamacare in 2012. Overall though, voters felt somewhat less intensely about the Supreme Court than 

the other branches of government. */ 

 

(5a) 
/*Republicans who supported the tea party were far less supportive of the supreme court than 

Republicans who opposed the tea party. In fact, the latter group’s distribution of support for the 

Supreme Court is quite similar to that of Democrats. It remains the case, though, that both groups were 

on average not supportive of the Supreme Court*/ 

 



Part III 

 

(1) 
insheet using NMC.csv,clear 

/*There are some values of milper of -9, which are missing data according to the codebook (it doesn’t 

make sense to have a negative number of soldiers!), so we’ll recode*/ 

gen milper1 = . 

replace milper1=milper if milper>(-1) 

 

foreach i in 1900 1915 1945 1980 2005 { 

 summarize milper1 if year==`i',d 

} 

 

/*Results:*/ 

Year Mean S.D. Max Min N 

1900 138 264 1142 0 42 

1915 674 1485 5500 1 44 

1945 1147 2862 12500 0 45 

1980 171 528 4650 0 156 

2005 107 261 2255 0 186 

 

(2) 
/*First of all, the number of observations increases greatly over time. This is probably in part a genuine 

phenomenon: there are more nation states now that have their own armies than in the past. For 

instance, most African nations in 1945 were colonies and as such were unlikely to have their own armies, 

and in the early 1990s, many new countries were created by the breakups of the Soviet Union and 

Yugoslavia. It is probably also an artefact of data availability: there may be very poor records of 

countries’ militaries in the early twentieth century. 

 

In both 1900 and 2005, we see small armies on average with low variability, and even the largest army in 

the world was small, compared to other years. This is likely to be due to the absence of major world 

conflicts in these years, and the fact that no country was fighting many other countries simultaneously, 

as was the case at other times. Additionally, 2005’s average army may be lower because of changing 

technology: wars are now rarely fought on large-scale battlefields requiring overwhelming manpower in 

order to win. 

 

In 1915 and particularly in 1945, we see much higher mean army sizes, as well as much greater 

variability. The largest armies in each year were also very large, particularly in 1945. This is of course due 

to the ongoing world wars at these times. The largest countries such as the UK, Russia, Germany, Japan 



and US were fighting on several different fronts simultaneously, requiring very large armies bolstered by 

conscription. In addition, many countries were drawn into these conflicts, many of which had smaller 

armies. So we do see large standard deviations, especially in 1945. In 1980, meanwhile, there was no 

major ongoing world war, so many countries had smaller armies. Thus the average army size was quite 

small – not much bigger than in 1900 or 2005. However, the largest army was much larger than in 1900 

or 2005, and the standard deviation is much greater. This indicates that the distribution is likely to 

feature mostly small armies with a small number of large armies. This was probably due to the cold war 

being at its height, so that the US and Russia had large numbers of soldiers, with most other countries 

falling under their protection and therefore not needing large standing armies. */  

 

 

Part IV 

 

(1a) 
/*It’s probably easier to do some data cleaning in excel first. Here is what I did: 

 To bring in data on licenses by age and state in .csv form, use the data at 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2012/dl22.cfm  

 2012 was the latest data available 

 Edit this spreadsheet in excel so that it just has one row of variable names at the top. Hint: 

rewriting "20-24" in excel as "2024" makes for good variable names (stata won’t recognize the  

“-“). 

 I renamed variables in excel in the form lic_agerange, e.g. lic_2024, as well as lic_total for the 

total across ages 

 I created a column of numbers called ‘state’ for merging, as state names differ across the two 

datasets, and also created a row of the national totals for each age group*/ 

insheet using licenses.csv, names clear 

gen lic_1819 = lic_18+lic_19  /*original data is recorded separately for 18/19 year olds*/ 

drop lic_18 lic_19 

save "licenses.dta", replace 

 

 

(1b) 
/*Again, easier to do some data cleaning in excel first. Here is what I did: 

 To bring in data on state populations by age, I used the "PEPAGESEX" series from 2012 from the 

census factfinder at 

http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/searchresults.xhtml?refresh=t  

 Some deletion was required to leave us with only the relevant data 

 I used the 'transpose' option on census website, and exported to .csv from web 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2012/dl22.cfm
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/searchresults.xhtml?refresh=t


 Again, I renamed variables within excel first, this time naming series as pop_1824, and so on. I 

again also created a column of numbers called ‘state’ for merging, and created a row of the 

national totals for each age group*/ 

insheet using population.csv, names clear 

gen pop_1819 = pop_1824 - pop_2024  /*only way to get 18-19 year-olds, since the 18-19s are not 

available separately*/ 

drop pop_1824 

gen pop_total = pop_1819+pop_2024+pop_2529+pop_3034+pop_3539+pop_4044+pop_4549 

+pop_5054 +pop_5559+pop_6064+pop_6569+pop_7074+pop_7579+pop_8084+pop_85over /* there is 

no total column already here to get total for each state, unlike in the case of licenses*/ 

save "population.dta",replace 

 

use "licenses.dta" 

merge 1:1 state using "population.dta" 

drop _merge 

 

(2) 
/*generate percents holding licenses for each age group*/ 

foreach i in 1819 2024 2529 3034 3539 4044 4549 5054 5559 6064 6569 7074 7579 8084 85over { 

 gen pc_`i' = lic_`i'/pop_`i' 

} 

save "licenses_pop.dta",replace  

drop lic* pop* state name 

 

/*Now, the answer we want is in the last row of the dataset – the percent of total people nationally in 

each age group holding licenses. Since stata can only easily plot columns of data, it is easiest to now 

transpose the data so that each column is a state, and rows are age groups */ 

xpose,clear varname  /*transposes data and creates a new variable with category labels, called 

"_varname”; now the answer is in the final column 52 with name “v52”*/ 

 

/*Change the names of the age categories to label the plot better*/ 

replace _varname="18-19" if _varname=="pc_1819" 

replace _varname="20-24" if _varname=="pc_2024" 

replace _varname="25-29" if _varname=="pc_2529" 

replace _varname="30-34" if _varname=="pc_3034" 

replace _varname="35-39" if _varname=="pc_3539" 

replace _varname="40-44" if _varname=="pc_4044" 

replace _varname="45-49" if _varname=="pc_4549" 

replace _varname="50-54" if _varname=="pc_5054" 

replace _varname="55-59" if _varname=="pc_5559" 



replace _varname="60-64" if _varname=="pc_6064" 

replace _varname="65-69" if _varname=="pc_6569" 

replace _varname="70-74" if _varname=="pc_7074" 

replace _varname="75-79" if _varname=="pc_7579" 

replace _varname="80-84" if _varname=="pc_8084" 

replace _varname="85+" if _varname=="pc_85over" 

 

/* Do a bar chart; the ‘over’ option specifies the categories. Use  “label(angle(45))” to rotate the 

category labels slightly so that the text doesn’t overlap*/ 

graph bar v52, /// 

ytitle("Percent Holding Drivers License", margin(0 2 0 0)) /// 

title("Proportion of US Population with Drivers License, by Age Group",size(medium)) /// 

over(_varname, label(angle(45))) 

 

 

 

(3) 
/*Go back to using the un-transposed data*/ 

use "licenses_pop.dta",clear 

/*recode some state names that have added stuff in them*/ 

replace name="Alaska" if name=="Alaska 2/" 

replace name="Askansas" if name=="Arkansas 2/" 

replace name="Colorado" if name=="Colorado 2/" 

replace name="Connecticut" if name=="Connecticut 3/" 



replace name="Illinois" if name=="Illinois 2/" 

replace name="Maine" if name=="Maine 2/" 

replace name="New Hampshire" if name=="New Hampshire 4/" 

replace name="New York" if name=="New York 4/"  

drop if name=="Total" /*Remove the ‘total’ row*/ 

 

/*Bar chart, this time using “hbar” which plots the categories on the y axis. We use the “labsize” option 

to fit the text in on the y axis, and the “sort” option to display it in order, which is easier to see */ 

graph hbar pc_total, /// 

over(name, label(labsize(tiny)) sort(pc_total)) /// 

title("Proportion of Population with Drivers License, by State",size(medium)) /// 

ytitle("Percent Holding Drivers License", margin(0 2 0 0)) 

 

(4) 
graph hbar pc_1819 /*etc…*/ 



 
 

 

(5) 
/*The overall proportion of the population holding drivers’ licenses is quite similar across states; there 

are no obvious outliers. New York and DC feature the lowest proportion of license-holders, which is 

probably due to their predominantly urban populations. More rural states have the highest rate. Note 

that some record a rate greater than 100%. This could be because some drivers hold multiple licenses 

(e.g. for different types of vehicles). 

 

For 18-19 year-olds, Indiana and DC stand out as having unusually low proportions of young license-

holders. Again, the pattern for DC may be explained by its predominantly urban population. It is unclear 

why Indiana has such a low figure (it does not feature unusually restrictive laws on obtaining licenses 

when young, for example)*/ 

 

 


